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Chad Facts 08.10. - 11.12.01

More than the usual 5 days Chad


Money money money

100 CFA = 1 FF (see Niger)


Costs

Diesel: 200-l barrel 80.000 to 100.000 CFA
Cola 0,3l: 225 to 500 CFA
Bread depending on the size 50 or 100 CFA
street food: Ca. 500 CFA
250 g Cameroon noodles Banzani: 400 CFA

Camping gas Cartouche available in N'Djamena Abeche and Sarh: 800 to 1.000 CFA

Gas is also just in N'Djamena (12 kg Butane 9.500 CFA) Abeche (12 kg Butane 17.500 CFA) and Sarh (?) available. Generally it is exchange of tanks and filling is not easy to arrange. You have to have your one filling line.

Generally imported products you get for the best price in N'Djamena. In Fada the prices are nearly doubled. 


Places to stay

N'Djamena

The Novotel parking lot seems still to be the main possibility to camp (bargain! A traveller we met paid 2.000 CFA per night . Others staid for free but went to the expensive restaurant) You can find also a cheap (3.000 CFA per night and person) container hotel opposite the Russian embassy where camping might be possible.

Auberge la Cabane 
N 12° 7' 22"
E 15° 1' 58,4"


Zakouma Reserve

7.500 CFA per adult valid for one stay
3.500 CFA per car valid for one stay

Camp Tinga
Camping is 1.000 CFA per person
Double in a bungalow is 12.000 CFA



The bureaucratic nonsens

Embassy Dem Rep Congo N'Djamena
N 12° 7' 18,2"
E 15° 1' 57,5"
No tourist visa at the moment

Embassy Cameroon N'Djamena
N 12° 7' 4,2"
E 15° 2' 28,3"
- one month: 30.000 CFA, or
- three month multiple Entry: 30.000 CFA
process time: one day

Embassy CAR N'Djamena
N 12° 7' 25,1"
E 15° 1' 53,2"
- one month: 30.000 CFA, or
- three month multiple Entry: 100.000 CFA
(on demand we got the visa valid: "till date of entry" otherwise it is one month)
process time: two days


No guidebook available for Chad?

The French "Tschad 2001" of "Petit Futé" is not large but excellent. There are no route descriptions but it has a clear structure, a summary about the country and it's people, coordinates of sights and 2001 it was up to date.


Credits

We like to thank for the aid in Abéché, Sarh and N’Djamena: Doris, Alexandre, Martina, Elke, Cornelia, Axel and Jürgen. Without your support our stay in Chad would have been less informative, less pleasant and indeed as regards health a bit more disastrous.


Conclusion of the month

Buying a world receiver even a radio producer shouldn't mean as a Swabian, except he wants to make his news by himself: Our cheap supermarktet-equipment didn't bring something else than hiss. 

We planed to record, that the covering of Chad is generally bad. We had this mistaken belief until Rolf and Steffi turned on their Sony-with-digital-display-memory-and-more-receiver and received every station from Deutsche Welle to BBC at a crystal clear sound - the extra aerial wasn't even unpacked. 


Tip for the usual crossing-Chad-in-five-days-traveller

Don't take the red Michelin-line through Ati. The best and fastest track from N’Djamena to Abéché leads throught Mongo.




